Three Ländler

_Candace McQuaig, primo; Carly Iversen, secondo_
_Carly Iversen, primo; Isabella Garbarino, secondo_
_Willy Wertheimer, primo; Max Kemnitz, secondo_

A Little Night Music

_Ethan Yu, clarinet; Max Kemnitz, piano_

Waltz Scherzo

_Maurice Ruttimann, saxophone; Carly Iversen, piano_

Imperial March

_Sydney Sadler, Jonah Makonnen, Milena Schaller, cello_

Now's the Time

B-flat Blues (Shuffle Time)

JAZZ WORKSHOP

Sonata for Trumpet and Piano

_Adam Cox, trumpet; Danielle DiDonato, piano_

Sonata for Cello and Piano

_Prologue: Lent_

_Milena Schaller, cello; Danielle DiDonato, piano_

Fantaisie Pastorale Hongroise

_Becky Fitch, flute; Danielle DiDonato, piano_

The Sorcerer’s Apprentice

_Paul Dukas, arr. J. Christenson_

_The Sorcerer’s Apprentice_

_Dylan Rogers, flute; Sofie Dunderdale, oboe; Laura Hawkins, clarinet_

_Rene Ross, bassoon; Mary Colligan, horn_

String Quartet in D major, Op. 17 No. 6

_Presto_

_Sophia Kreide & Mary Dougherty, violin; Andrew Grishaw, viola; Milena Schaller, cello_
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Fanfare for Brass Quintet
 Jonathan Knight & Mark Lee, trumpets; Mary Colligan, horn; Katie Windnagel, trombone; Jason Trimble, tuba
Leon Stein

String Quartet K. 157: Presto
 Madeleine Holtz & Avery Zak, violins; Lucinda Walstad, viola; Meiling Thompson, cello; Milena Schaller, coach
W. A. Mozart

String Quartet K. 168: Fugue
 Lillian Ohara & Juliet Kucirek, violins; Aimee Gruen, viola; Annie Coronado, cello; Anna Washburn, coach
W. A. Mozart

Musette
 James Zhou & Katie Osborn, trumpet; Rome Martignoli, horn; Aaron Fonzi, euphonium & coach
Michel Pignolet de Monteclair, arr. Sigmund Hering

String Quartet: Allegro
 Marissa Petty & Bella Fong, violins; April Huang, viola; Rachel Willis, cello & coach
Charles Pancia, arr. Robert Klottman

To Sunshine
 Kate Ferrall & Sydney Fields, violins; Dani Wang, viola; Genevieve Epstein, cello; Andrew Grishaw, coach
Robert Schumann

German Dance
 Abby Chen, oboe; Chris Horton, clarinet; Mae Cotton, bassoon; Sofie Dunderdale, coach
L. van Beethoven

Minuet & Allegro
 Bryan Kikugawa, David Gales & Krista Cleary, clarinets; Michael Castillo, coach
F. J. Haydn, arr. Voxman & Block

Duet for Bassoons
 Sara Koenigsberg, bassoon; Rene Bass, bassoon & coach
W. A. Mozart, arr. Rosenthal

Swallowtail Jig
 Ian Nevin & Anna Schmidt, violins; Sophia Kreide, coach
Zoe Metzger

1812 Overture
 Sarah Cleary, flute; Spencer Thomas, piano; Danielle DiDonato & Carolyn Niehaus, coaches
P. I. Tchaikovsky, arr. Javier Marcó

Amazing Grace
 Micaiah Smith-Pierce, trumpet; Tessa Ferrell, piano; Danielle DiDonato & Mark Lee, coaches
Traditional, arr. Frackenpohl

Sonnymoon for Two
 Jazz Improv Class; Joe Mazzaferro, coach
Sonny Rollins

The Man Who Sold the World
 School of Rock: Stuart Blackie; Casey Karr, coach
Nirvana

Invention No. 3
 Emily Sherman, alto saxophone; Michael Dibs, tenor saxophone
J. S. Bach

String Quartet op. 44, No. 2: Allegro assai appassionato
 Anna Washburn & Sophia Kreide, violins; Andrew Grishaw, viola; Milena Schaller, cello
Felix Mendelssohn

TBA
 CazMazzJazz:
 Martin Rossip, Saxophone; Joe Mazzaferro, trumpet & piano; Jim Mazzaferro, bass; Cameron O’Hanlon, drums
CAZADERO MUSIC CAMP
STAFF/CAMPER ENSEMBLE CONCERT
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Bag’s Groove                  Milt Jackson
   Jazz Improv Class; Joe Mazzaferro, coach

After the Ball                Charles K. Harris
   Claire Toney, flute; Nicole Steinberg, piano; Danielle DiDonato & Carolyn Niehaus, coaches

Duet for Clarinet & Piano     Michael Anthony Heath
   Kayla Dolberg, clarinet; James Geisinger, piano

String Quartet in G minor, K. 156: Allegro  W. A. Mozart
   Stephanie Oh & Benjamin Goya, violins; Aimee Gruen, viola; Annie Coronado, cello;
   Anna Washburn & Milena Schaller, coaches

March                         G. P. Telemann, arr. Sheila Nelson
   Jordan Bonzi, violin; Dani Wang, viola; Meiling Thompson, cello;
   Milena Schaller & Anna Washburn, coaches

Trio Sonata in C minor: Larghetto  Johann J. Quantz
   Claire Toney, flute; Michelina Hanlon, oboe; Ava Durhow, bassoon; Rene Ross, coach

German Dance                 Traditional
   Stephen Kosonocky, James Valtin & Gabriel Lipsky, trumpets; Mark Lee, coach

Spanish Dance No. 1           Enrique Granados
   Rachel Sanchez, Pearl Zhong, Kyle Wright & Adam Kreitzman, flutes; Dylan Rogers, coach

Crushcrushcrush              Paramore
   School of Rock: Casey Karr, coach

Four                         Miles Davis
   Fredie Hubbard

Red Clay                     Miles Davis
   Tom Wilcox, trombone; Casey Karr, bass; Cameron O’Hanlon, drums

All Blues                    Miles Davis
   Stuart Blackie, trumpet; Kendra Kop, bass; Cameron O’Hanlon, piano; Henry Reed, drums

Charanga                     Michael Colquhoun
   Taylor Weary, flute

A Balloon on the Breeze      David Lourien
   Dylan Rogers, flute; Sophie Dunderdale, oboe; Laura Hawkins, clarinet;
   Rene Ross, bassoon; Mary Colligan, horn

Quatuor Op. 2, No. 1: Minuetto  Berhard Crusell
   Karen Wells, clarinet; Anna Washburn, violin; Christina Wong, viola; Milena Schaller, cello

Divertimento: Allegro         W. A. Mozart
   Anna Washburn & Sophia Kreide, violins; Christina Wong, viola; Milena Schaller, cello

Clarinet Marmalade           Edwards, LaRocca, Sbarbaro & Shields, arr. James “Red” McLeod
   Lindsay Blackie, Emily Sherman, Karen Wells & Casey Jones, clarinets
The Entertainer
Scott Joplin, arr. James “Red” McLeod

Sudden Death Clarinet Ensemble: Roy Zajac, coach

V.I.P.
Nate McIntosh, arr. Philip Zehnder

Ben Beirs, tenor sax; Michael Remish, trumpet; Vaughn White, French horn; Philip Zehnder & Simon Tolman, trombone; Andrew Shimshock & Andrew Licko, tuba

Edge of Glory
arr. Gerald Willis

Eye of the Tiger

In dir ist Freude! (In Thee is Gladness)
Giovanni Giacomo Gastoldi, arr. Robert King

The Slides of Doom Brass Ensemble: Jason Trimble, coach

Scherzo, op. 45
A. Normand

Passacaille
Adrien Barthe

Jeremy Goldwasser, flute; Erin Elliott, oboe; Sam Weiller, clarinet; Rene Ross, bassoon; Jon-Patrick Burke, horn; All the wind faculty, coaches

String Quartet, Op. 64 No. 5, “The Lark” - Allegro
F. J. Haydn

Kenshi Husted & Megan Amaglio, violin; Claire Hang, viola; Caleb Kim, cello; Christina Wong & Anna Washburn, coaches

Recercada Primera
Diego Ortiz

Beatriz Yanklevich, cello; Ethan Green, guitar; Milena Schaller & Ross Thompson, coaches

Little Dance
Moderato
F. J. Haydn

Jeremy Goldwasser, flute; Kelsey Kennedy, guitar; Taylor Weary & Ross Thompson, coaches

Maple Leaf Rag
Scott Joplin, arr. John Cacavas

The Bugle Boys trumpet trio: Isaac Horwitz-Hirsch, Adam Lipson & James Dunning; Mark Lee & Lilliana Moore, coaches

Dance of the Reed Flutes from ‘The Nutcracker’
P. I. Tchaikowsky, arr. Acton Ostling

Adam Kreitzman, Shiriel King Abramson & Hansen Wu, flute; Natalia Kaminska-Palarczyk, coach

Romanze
Julius Weissenborn

Karl Tietze, bassoon; Henry Hopcraft, piano

Sonata in B flat Major for Cello, RV 46
Antonio Vivaldi

Largo

Beatriz Yankelvich, Cello; Isabella Shulman, piano

Allegro ma non troppo

Caleb Kim, Cello; Pieter Derksen, piano

Largo

Emma Hill, cello; Danya Sauerhaft, piano

Gretchen am Spinnrade
Franz Schubert

Julie Stephens, French horn; Sam Watson, piano

Ständchen
Franz Schubert

Alex Sarti, flute; Eden Herzog, piano

Paganini Variations
Kathryn Oyer

The Violins: Anna Washburn, Sophia Kreide & Elisa Vidales, coaches

Sing sing sing
Benny Goodman

Skylar Thoma, Daniel Chang, Cecelia Bell, Beatrix Vernet, Dina Mehta, Eugene Harris, Letitia Mueller & Cameron O’Hanlon, dancers;
Eugene Harris, Letitia Mueller, Cameron O’Hanlon & Stephanie Webster, coaches
CAZADERO MUSIC CAMP
Staff Concert
Junior High Session, 2012

Trio Sonata in C minor
I. Andante moderato
   Natalia Kaminska-Palarczyk, flute; Terri Knight, oboe; Jevon Gegg-Mitchell, piano

Sonata for Trumpet and Piano
I. Allegro appassionato
   Jonathan Knight, trumpet; Danielle DiDonato, piano

Sonata in A Major for Flute and Piano
Allegretto poco mosso
   Natalia Kaminska-Palarczyk, flute; Jevon Gegg-Mitchell, piano

Grand Russian Fantasia
Mark Lee, trumpet; David Lee, piano

Suite for Flute and Jazz Piano Trio
I. Baroque and Blue
   Taylor Weary, flute; David Lee, piano; Casey Karr, bass; Eugene Harris, drums

Passacaglia
Anna Washburn, violin; Christina Wong, viola

Tango: Milona del Angel
Ross Thompson, guitar

String Quartet, “Death and the Maiden”
Andante con moto
   Anna Washburn & Sophia Kreide, violin; Christina Wong, viola; Milena Schaller, cello

Gavorkna Fanfare
Fiesta del Pacifico
The Music Makers
   Cazadero Staff Wind Ensemble: James Mazzaferro, conductor

Johan Joachim Quantz
Karl Pilss
César Franck
Jules Levy
Claude Bolling
G. F. Handel/Johan Halvorsen
Astor Piazzolla
Franz Schubert
Jack Stamp
Roger Nixon
Alfred Reed
CAZADERO MUSIC CAMP
STAFF CONCERT – HIGH SCHOOL SESSION 2012

Etude #4
_Henry Reed, snare drum_

Path of Discovery
_Jonathan Knight, Liliana Moore, Mark Lee, Joe Mzzaferro & Conor Lee-Smith, trumpet_

Divertimento
_III. Vivace gioviale_
_Sofie Dunderdale, oboe; Terri Knight, English horn; Linda Soares, bassoon_

Kleine Kammermusik
_I. Lustig_
_Taylor Weary, flute; Sofie Dunderdale, oboe; Kevin Tang, clarinet; Arianna Rice, horn; Rene Ross, bassoon_

Quintet in C major
_I. Allegro ma non troppo_
_Anna Washburn & Sophia Kreide, violin; Christina Wong, viola; Louella Hasbun & Milena Schaller, cello_

Homage à Manuel de Falla
_Kevin Tang, clarinet_

Toccata
_Tony Kaye, mandolin; Ross Thompson, guitar_

Fugue à la Gigue
_Jess Kallen, Ross Thompson, Jack Fukushima & Tony Kaye, guitar_

Love is Here to Stay
_Jess Kallen & Tony Kaye, guitar; Jim Mzzaferro, bass_

Trio Sonata in C minor
_II. Allegro_
_Natalia Kaminska-Palarczyk, flute; Terri Knight, oboe; Jevon Gegg-Mitchell, piano_

Sonata in A major
_I. Allegro amabile_
_Anna Washburn, violin; Jevon Gegg-Mitchell, piano_

Adagio & Allegro from Sonata No. 3
_Ernesto Varela, bari sax; David Lee, piano_

Suite No. 2 for flute and jazz piano trio
_IV. Vagabonde_
_Dylan Rogers, flute; David Lee, piano; Casey Karr, bass; Eugene Harris, drums_

Suite in D for Ten Winds
_II. Andante moderato_
_III. Allegretto quasi Allegro_
_Staff Chamber Wind Ensemble: Jonathan Knight, conductor_

Oop Bop Sh’bam
_Ja-Da_
_Beneath the Redwood Trees – for Bob Lutt_
_Staff Jazz Ensemble: Joe Mzzaferro, conductor_